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New Particles

• Collisions of elettrons and nuclea in the cosmic 
rays and in the particle accelerators at the 
beginning of the 30ies, brought to the 
discovery of many other particles. 

• Some of them were predicted, other were 
discovered as surprises, being completely 
unexpected. 

• At the beginning it was thought that all these 
particles were fundamentals.



At the beginning just a few…

And many others…
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The Eightfold way

n Particles, according to their properties, were 
grouped in multiplets. it was noticed that some 
members of the multiplets were missing. Because 
of physicists’ strong belief in symmetry, 
experimentalists set to work to find them, a task 
made easier because many of the particles’ 
properties were predicted by the theoretical model

n . 
n The Ω− was detected in 1964 at Brookhaven 

National Laboratory in this manner, a discovery 
that confirmed the usefulness of the eightfold way.
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Quarks

n As other particles were discovered it soon became clear 
that the eightfold way was not the final answer. In 1963 
Gell-Mann and, independently, George Zweig proposed 
that hadrons were formed from fractionally charged 
particles called quarks. The quark theory was unusually 
successful in describing properties of the particles and 
in understanding particle reactions and decay. 

n Three quarks were proposed, named the up (u), down
(d), and strange (s), with the charges +2e/3, −e/3, and 
−e/3, respectively. The strange quark has the 
strangeness value of −1, whereas the other two quarks 
have S = 0. 

n Quarks are believed to be essentially pointlike, just like 
leptons.



Quarks

• s = ½ fermions, subject to all kind of interactions.

• They have fractional electric charges

• Quarks and their bound states are only particles which 
interact strongly

• Like leptons, quarks occur in 3 generations:

• Corresponding anti-quarks are:
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The quark model: 

Baryons and antibaryons are bound states of 3 quarks

Mesons are bound states of a quark and an anti-quark

Barions and Mesons are:  Hadrons



Hadrons



Quantum Numbers and flavours



§ Strangeness is defined so that S=-1 for s-quark and S =1 for 
the anti s-quark. Further, C=1 for c-quark, B=-1 for b-quark 
and T=1 for t-quark

§ Since t-quark is a very short living one, there are no hadrons
containing top, i,e, T=0 for all

§ Quark numbers for up and down quarks have no name, but
just like any other flavour, they are conserved in strong and 
em interactions Baryons are assigned own quantum number
B:  B=1 for baryons, B=-1 for antibaryons, B=0 for mesons



Theory postulated in 1964 (Gell-Mann)

e
p

e’ In the 70’s, deep inelastic
scattering of electrons on p
and bound n show evidence for 
the quark model

§ Strange, charmed, bottom and top quarks each have an additional
quantum number: strageness S, charm C, beauty B and truth T   
respectively.

§ In strong interactions the flavour quantum number is conserved

§ Quarks can change flavours in weak interactions (DS =±1, DC =±1)



Particles and Interactions



Hadrons and lifetime



§ Majority of hadrons are unstable and tend to decay
by strong interaction to the state with the lowest
possible mass (t ~ 10-23 s)

§ Hadrons with the lowest possible mass for each quark 
number (S, C, etc.) may live much more before
decaying weekly (t ~ 10-7- 10-13 s) or 
electromagnetically (mesons, t~10-16- 10-21 s)
Such hadrons are called stable particles



Strange particles



Strange particles: 
kaon discovery



Strange particles

allowed
Not allowed



More strange particles: S=2
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The Charm Quark
• With the u, d, s- quarks, all the known hadrons could be specified 

by some combination of quarks and antiquarks.

• A fourth quark called the charmed quark (c) was proposed to 
explain some additional discrepancies in the lifetimes of some of 
the known particles.

• A new quantum number called charm C was introduced so that the 
new quark would have C = +1 while its antiquark would have C = 
−1 and particles without the charmed quark have C = 0.

• Charm is similar to strangeness in that it is conserved in the strong 
and electromagnetic interactions, but not in the weak interactions. 
This behavior was sufficient to explain the particle lifetime 
difficulties.



Heavy quarks: the charm



J/Y and the charm quark



J/Y and the charm quark 



J/YWidth



J/Y Decay



J/Y Decay



Studying better the production region of a J/Ψ , one could notice also
states of the J/ψ type much larger, over a certain threshold.





Charmed Hadrons



The bottom quark





The Upsilon



The charge of the b-quark



The Top quark



The Top quark discovery

Quark annihilation



Moriond Conference
France 1995

The full story of top 
discovery in two books!



Virgin Islands Summer School 
US 1994
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